Digital Reads

Science Fiction
Scythe by Neal Shusterman

Wilder Girls by Rory Power

In a world where disease has been
eliminated, the only way to die is to be
randomly killed by reapers (scythes).
Two teens complete with each other to
become a scythe.

Friends Hetty, Byatlt, and Reece go to
extremes trying to uncover the dark truth
about the mysterious disease that has had
them quarantined at their boarding school
on a Maine Island.

Bent Heavens by Daniel Kraus

The End & Other Beginnings by V. Roth

Fed up with her father’s delusions
about alien abductions, Liv
endeavors to destroy her father’s
“alien traps,” before an astonishing
discovery forces Liv and her friend,
Doug, to make an impossible choice.

A collection of six short stories by the
author of Divergent imagines future lands
brimming with new technologies and beings, where in spite of advanced
capabilities, people are forced to confront
deeply troubling human problems.

Cinder by Marissa Meyer

The Hive by Barry Lyga

As plague ravages the Earth, observed
by a ruthless lunar people, Cinder, a
gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes
involved with handsome Prince Kai
and must uncover secrets about her
past to protect the world.

With BLINQ, a new social media platform,
users can “condemn” posts — and if
condemns reach a certain level, users can
exact punishment from the original poster
in real life.

Of Jenny & the Aliens by R. Gebhart

Six new students join the junior class at
the elite Darkwood Academy. But they
aren’t regular teens, they’re DNA duplicates joining the class alongside their originals. And now Emmaline must confront the
heartbreak of seeing her dead best friend’s
face each day in class.

Jenny is the one for Derek. But Jenny
has other plans. Derek will try
anything to win her—including
taking advice from an alien that
shows up in his hometown and
risking an interstellar war.
Nobody by Jennifer Lynn Barnes
Claire Ryan has always lived beyond
people’s notice, which causes trouble
when she instantly connects with Nix,
who really can become invisible and
has been sent to kill her.

The Similars by R ebecca Hanover

Strong, Faster, & More Beautiful
by Arwen Elys Dayton
Six interconnected stories that ask how far
we will go to remake ourselves into the
perfect human specimens, and how hard
that will push the definition of human.
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